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Yuletide pqrty
tomorrow to cqrry

tFqntosy' theme

"Fantasies of Christmas" is the theme of the annual Christrnas Banquet on Saturday. Festivities will
get under way at 4:45 p.n. and events will follow in
relays until the final curtain rings down at the end of
an extended curfew.
"Fireside Feast: A Fantasy of Beginning" in the
Fireside Room will be the first event. Students will
have signed up for their starting times, and will move
in lO-minute relays to the remaining features on the

A POl.lSH ODYSSEY-Andrzei Wosowski will oppeor in
conceÉ lhis evening in Howord Audito¡ium. Acclqimed os

"fhe wo¡ld's fo¡emost Chopin pionisl,,, woÉime preaiu¡e

molded the ortisfs life.

Andrzei wosowsk¡ to ploy tonight
Brqhms, Beethovenr ond chopin to be feqtured
Andrzej Wasowski, wo¡ld-renowned concert pianist and Professor of Music at ORU since 196g, will
be presented in a faculty recital tonight at g o,clock
in Howard Auditorium.

Professor Wasowski is a graduate of Warsaw
Conservatory in his native poland where he received

highest honors. He has studied with Friedrich
Wührer, Alfredo Cassella, Marguerite Long, Arturo
Benedetti Michelangeli, and Marguerite Trombini_
Razuro.

Wasowski's nerves were in for ¡nore tightening
after his retum to Poland. Once at Warsaw hé
watched from his window a mass execution of 23
Poles. "I saw them placed against walls--eyes
bound. Th"y calmly seng the polish national
h¡mn Madness seized me. I rushed to the rickety
piano which was placed in the back room, and i
they can'û have
apparently didnt."
pianist escaped to
rld War II to be
hailed by European critics as .,the greatest player
of Chopin in modern times." Wasowski reUult nis
life in France, until he achieved his dream of moving to America in 1968 when he joined the faculty
of Oral Roberts University.

IIis American debut came in Camegie Hall on
October 8, 1965. John Gruen wrote in the New
York Herøld Tribune: "A ste¡n-looking, tall and
thin gentleman sat down at the piano
Tttr-"ly
last evenin_ g at Carnegie Hall and proceeded tó gve
one of the most searching and beautiful performances of Schubert's Soqlata in B flat Major this
writer has ever heard.
"When it was over, one knew that Andrzej
Wasowski-the thin gentleman's name-was a
pianist not merely of consummate skill and sensitivity, but decidedly in the .gr-d tradition' as
well . . . The pianist made clear from the first that
in ,rnatters of tone, color, and phrasing he belongs
to the ranks of those pianists who ,interpret' rathãr
1la1 þfaf' and who, in short, seek lor deeper
levels of communication . . .
" . . , an evening of total satisfaction."
And truly it will be an evening of total satisfaction tonight, as his recital will include: 32 Varíations C Mínor by Ludwig van Beethoven; Sonata
Op. 5 F Mirnr by Johames S¡ahms; and Four
Ballades by Frederic Chopin. The ballades a¡e
G Mínor Op. 23, F Maior Op. 38, A FIar Major
Op:47, and F Minor Op. 52.

program. First move will be to the cafeteria for
"Yuletide Feast A Fantasy of Food" until 7:30.
He¡e will be deposited the small gift-wrapped toys
for Tulsa's "Toys for Tots" program that those who
wish to do so are asked to donate. From the cateteria
the relays will move to "Friendship Feast: A Fantasy
of Fellowship" in Timko-Barton Hall until Z:30. A
set is being provided for couples to have party pictures taken for $2 each.
Then from 7:30 until 9, the banquet participants
will move to Howard Auditorium, where Daths
Holm, crusade singer for Dave Wilkerson, will entertain them with "-Dallas Holm: A Fantasy of Song,,
until 9 o'clock.
Following a 3O-minute intermission, there wilt be
a choice of
Cinema" at
Happening:
su¡prise ente
Dress for the occasion is semiformal/formal. Admission for commuters is 92.75, and tickets may be
purchased at the Student Activities Office in the

Sub. Be sure to have your tickets to indicate your
time of arrival for dinne¡.
Sandra Thresher and the Social Functions Committee encourage all students to help make this occasion a real success.
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EDITORIAL

ls the energy crisis a
blessing in disguise?

,
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"And when all else fails, man may even start reading and thinking

again."

it

lt.-

Caldwell

-willard
With "energy crisis," "gas rationin$," and other
dirly words on
everyone's lips these days, it's time to stop and reflect on how the
Age of Scarcity, as many have dubbed it, is going to affect our
lives.
Pessimists (and there's no shortage of them) say we in America

rtHEttt,

are embarking on a journey for which we are ill-prepared. A
Georgetown University history prof predicts we will "kick and
scream and act childish" when deprived. And there a¡e some faots
to bear this out. Last sum¡ner people bought large amounts of
extra gasoline-for their boats. And in Califonria, a gas station attendant got a gun blast in the stomach when he attempûed to
ration gas. When so many have been born with silver spoons in
their mouths and horns of plenty for their cribs, it's disquieting
when there's not enough.
But perhaps it's time for housecleaning in the priorities department. Too long has prosperity been equated with quality of life.
If we're forced to stay at home and become part of the family, is
that all bad? Can we change our thinking enough so we judge a
successful person not by the Cadillac he drives, but by úe clever
way he uses car pools or bus lines? Will it kill us to read a book,
instead of going to a movie? And holding hands doesn't cost anything.
Could this energy crisis actually be a blessing in disguise? People may again find their local church, get to know their neighbors,
and have time to search again for the values which once made this
nation one of hope and trust.
Even if you're not so optimistic, you can srill use the energy
crisis to co'rrbat pet peeves. If you re against forced busing of
school children, suggest the fuel be conserved for better use. If you
have a grudge against the Kennedys, demand that the eternal
fleme be doused. Dislike junior high punks in thei¡ souped-up
deathtraps? Wþi not save fuel and make them wait until they're
18 to get their driver licensos. Has your roommate's 2OG-watt
stereo forced you to purchase a hearing aid? Urge him to conserve
electricity.
Much of the impact of the energy crisis depends on our attitude.
Can we face it creativeþ, in good spirits? Or will we pout? As sage
Charley Kennedy once said, "L,¿ife can be a bowl of cherries, if you
paint the blueberries red."
It's time for some red paint.

LETTERS

Reoders reoct to oerobics
Dear Editor,

This letter is about the aerobics program we have installed
oD our campus. First, let me say
that I am all for it. I agree 100
pe¡cent that we need to keep our
bodies physi'cally fit. I rhink it is
a sin not to. What I do disagree
with is the way this program is
put into action.
f am not an athletic person. I
never have been, and more tha¡
likely never will be. Thus I hate

to put my physical ability on pubIic display, just as a person who

couldn't sing would hate to get
up and sing for a crowd.
I have run the mile and a half
many times for my foundations

class and have always been last

to cross the finish line. The psychological pain

I go through

then

is a lot worse than the ache and
pain my body feels. I feel really
inferior. I feel all eyes on me and
can almost see them smile and

I

say to themselves, "Look at that
squirrel!" I get really depressed
for the rest of the day and I
dread going to my next P. E.
class for fear once again my physical ability will be publicly put

to

shame.

f

know it's hard for you athletic people to understand this
but please try. No one likes to

CATALYST

be last.

Crunch visits cqmpus

I believe the aerobics program
should allow for a "private run"
if the student so wishes. In this

by dovid i. morkley
The energy crunch is finally
being realized in the U. S. and
this winter John Q. Public will
feel it. John Q. Public inclt¡des

and your coach. I know this
would cause a little extra work

O¡.al Roberts University students.
Some campus energy utilization

priorities are currently

being

drawn up by a joint Student Sen-

ate-Faculty Senate subcommit-

tee, chaired by David Markley.
Twenty-four students and faculty
had their first meeting Thursday,

November

29, ar'd the results

should be forthcoming shortly.

if

sucstudents, faculty and ad-

ministration

will

adhere to, the

proposed guidelines so your co-

is greatþ
spectrum

:ilååå

state atea, was the speaker,
followed by a question and an-

swer sesslon.
"Jesus Christ: Lord of the Universe, Ilope of the World" is the
theme for lJrbana 73, the 110th
Inter-Varsity Missionary Oonvention to be held at the University

of Illinois at

lJrbana Deoember

27-31. Approximately 15,000 stufrom around the world a¡e
expected. If you are interested,
dents

check our office

registration forms.

"Kill-a-watt" can only be
cessful

environmental policies for a five-

#

was the topic of a forum
held in Howard Auditorium,
8 p.m., December 6. Afhur

Busch, Regional Administrator of

ia

for details

and

The ride board in the cafeter-

has
deb

for
you're flying home check with
the airporl to see that your flight
hasn't been canceled.

Finall¡ don't forget to fill

out

your Student Senate questionaire
qs soon as possible and drop in
the ballot boxes in the post ofiice.

way no one would know how fast
or how slow you v¡ere except you

for the P. E. department but isn't
the "personal touch" supposed to
be one of the things this campus

is all about?
I know there are others who
feel this way. We want help in
improving ou¡ bodies. We just
don't want everyone to watch us

in the

process. fs a private run
too much to ask for?
Sincerely,

Always Last
Dear Editor,
My broadcasting friend produces 30 radio programs which
reach Russians each week from
shortwave stations in Portugal,
Korea, and the Philippines. Paul

Dewetrus wrote EO, asking,
"How about ai few more testimonies? Ou¡ youth programs
have a tremendous out¡each.

They are very popular in Soviet
Russia as they meet the need of

the young."

Paul will translate

students'

testimonies a¡d have young Russian Christians in San Francisco
record them.
Your name (if you wish), age,

major, and home city should be
included. How did you meet

Ch¡ist as your Savior? What does
He nean to you as a young person? (Keep your audience in
mind-Russian youth raised under atheist Communism.)
Please send your testimony to
me in LRC 510.

Thenk yor¡

Dr.

Steve Durasoff

Dear editor:

Well, the students at ORU

have finally seen their responsibility in joining other notable campwes such as Malone, Anderson,
Covenant and Sterling (Sterling,

Kansas,

of

course) Colleges

as

they show undying support to
Richa¡d Nixon and Company.
Yes, ORU is certaioly moving
up in this world. Give us another
ten years and we ought to be able
to save any publttc figure from
embarrassment. Rosemary Woods
should be so lucky.
J.R.

cease feeling, and after asking the
thirty-fourth girl, I was at a losswhom to ask??? Well about now
any grrl that know would do.

I

I'm down (or up?) to

number
fifty-seven with all good si.gns of
a reco¡d sixty or seveDty turn
downs. This is a true to life (mine)
as you can get, and if anyone tells
me again that ORU guys don't
want to date, f may get very
violent.
Egoless, but still trying

j

l

Orocle Policy
The Oracle solicits copy from

anyone with the urge to put his
thoughts on pape¡, in either let-

ter or art fo¡m. All copy mus.t
be in our hands by noon on the
Monday preceding publication,

I

and must be t)?e\ilritten, doublespaced, and sigled. Ilowever, we

will withhold any

n¿une

on

re-

quest.

All copy submitted becomes
the property of the Oracle. We
reserve the right to edit all copy
in whatever lvay nec€ssary.

the

Dear editor:

I'm pleased to se€ that your
staff has taken the initiative to
c¡eate something worthwhile con-

cerning Tulsa's excellent entertainment offerings. Contrary to
popular belief, Tulsa does nof go

don corlson ---------- editor
ken irby ----- ossociofe editor
dove cressmon --- copy editor
rondy doy
feotures

to bed at 10:00 p.D., s was evidenced in Ric James' fine article
on Roberta Flack. ORU students

tom

should be made aware

iomes

of what's
happening around "their" town,
and the Oracle has finally seen

the value in covering these worth-

while events.

A satisfied subscriber

Dear editor:

Concerning the upcoming
Christmas banquet, I, as a representative ORU whole man, have
a few valid comments to make.
To begin with I would like to go
to the banquet and thought that
now's my chance to take the girl
I thought a great deal of. Already
asked. Next I thought well, any
girl that f knew and liked well
enough to spend money on and
spend nine hours with would do.
As my dialing finger began to
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Boone fomily shores

the ioy of

o rich

Christion witness
by rondy doy
ORU students were treated to a
little bit of the Pat Boone familY
this past week. University Regent
Boone, his wife ShirleY, and eldest
daughter Cherry, with assistance

from Evelyn Roberts,

in the evening Pat said,

taught

Tuesday's Holy Spirit class. President Roberts was out of town on
University business. Mrs. Roberts

filled in for her husband.

"If

"I

used to

feel fa¡ away from my family."
Now, entertaining for the Lord,
the family is much closer. Even
when Pat travels alone, he feels
close to the other family members. They still receive mail from
people who "saw something different in us" when they appeared
at the Playboy Club in Lake

Geneva, Wisconsin. "We really

mY

witnessed to the people during
our nine-day stay there," Pat said.
Of his girls, (re and Shirley have

husband were here, he would saY,
'something GOOD is going to

happen to YOU!" And she ably
(if shakily) filled President Roberts' boots for the evening.
Entertainment was not the main
purpose of the evening. Shirley

four), Pat said that "they have
always been encouraged to attend
any Christian college they want-

Enlerlqiner Pot Boone, his wife, Shirley, cnd oldest
doughter, Cherry, led studenls ond foculty in sing-

ing's duties, Mrs. Boone said she,

ORU might be in her future
plans. "It all depends on how
long our family stays together,

Shirley Boone-cc)mm¡tted to fqmily

"felt empty intellectually, so she
knew that the Lord could really
large crowds is not one of my best
qualities. I wouldn't get up here

without

Jesus."

Briefly joining Shirley before
the taditional pause, Pat presented his views on many of the
ideas previously mentioned by his

wife. Following the intermission,
Pat, Shirley, and Cherry fielded
questions from students, with
Evelyn Roberts acting as modera-

tor. Many students Tingered afær

to talk personally with the
Boone family, who patiently
class

shared scriptu¡es and thoughts.
In a few private comments later

you know, for the purpose of entertaining," Cherry remarked, re-

ferring to the family's present
plans to continue working together. Partly joking, Pat said,
"maybe we'll have to move to
Tulsa!" On a more serious not,
he said that he feels ORU is
"starting to move into a time of
international impact."
In a turnabout from the previous night, Pat was the featured
speaker in Wednesday's chapel.
Speaking on a variety of subjects,
the popular entertainer remarked
that "I travel even more, now that
I am traveling for the Lord." His
words were well ¡eceived.

/N THE KNOW

Hqve q quest¡on?
Editor's nole: Got o problem? Need o question onswered? Write to
Orocle, Orol Roberts University, Sludent Union or coll 743-ólól ext.
510 or 5l l.

If

Boone fomily spent

ed." Cherry, who toured the campus earlier in the day, hinted that

Boone was the main speaker.
Given short notice of the even-

come through." Speaking before

ing ol Wednesdol/s chopel. The
2 doys on compus.

a stufunt Íails a clnss wtd takes the same clnss another
will the orígínøl llunking grade retnaín on

by ric lomes
Shirley Boone is a Ch¡istian

woman of many facets. Responding to a question concerni-ng her

"spiritual cooking," Shirley

says,

"Yes, I really do like to cook, and
so far no one's complained, so I
guess I'll keep at it!" As for
favorite dishes, "Well, it sounds
ridiculous, but I have this recipe

called "Gra:ray Over Steaks
Chili," and ifs a favorite a¡ound

With that, she proceeded to describe, step by step,
the ways of preparing this epiccvu¡ bouse!"

urean delight.

As for the "spiritual"

aspect,

Shirley Boone excels at that as
well, and her dynamic Christian
witness is testimony to that.
"Since mine and Pat's infilling,

own, individual needs. It's great

to

see others who have had their

prayers answered, but Your needs

aren't the same as theirs, and
God is big enough to solve anY
kind of need!"
Mrs. Boone, who has written a
book of her own, entttled One
Woman's Líberatíon, says that
"total sincerity is the real key to

overcoming the hai¡ed encoun-

tered by Christians" in today's
world. Reiating back to her own
experience when Pat a¡d herself
were disfellowshiped from a
church they had been attending
for 10 years, she said "the Lord
gave us such a love for those people who had feelings of hatred
against us. Even as we sat there
listening to the elders reading the

our family has grown much closer
together." The rest of the Boone
clan, who remained in California,
consist of Lindy, 18, Debby, 17,

disfellowship letter, we had such
a joy and peace that onlY the
Lord could have given us."

and the youngest daughter, Laury.
"My advìce to those mothers
who a¡e experiencing problems

searching

with tleir children is that they
keep the communiaction lines
open. Never be too busy or too
tired to talk. Then, pray for your

to youth and their
for meaning in today's
society, Shirley says, "We've
traveled all over the world, and
whether they realize it or not,
Relating

young people are searching for
Jesus. Even those who are onlY
into the Jesus movement for the

fad that it seems to be, have some
inner searching for the love and
peace of Jesus Christ. Now, I
think that people, old and young
alike, are making soljd commitments to Jesus, and in time, the
Holy Spirit will come naturallY
to those who earnestly seek a
deeper relationship with Christ."
Does thi smean a "turnabout"
t¡end towa¡cis farnil5- relationships?

"Oh, definitely. I think drai a
born-again young person realizes

that hìs first commitment, in

earthly life, is towa¡ds his family.
I was made to rcalize that fact a
little while ago when I visited a
relative whom I had been unintentionally neglecting. My time
was being consumed by witnessing for Christ to the lost, which
is good, but I should have been
concerned about my own family.
When I finally did get around

to visiting this relative, I was
shocked to see what a depraved

lifestyle she was leading. So, the
Boone family pitched in and wallpapered and painted her house,
and did we ever get the joy out of
that!"

semcster and passes,

his transcript? D.R.

According to Gary Sulander, Acting Registrar, the grade remains on the transcript with an "R" next to it. The "R" indicates
the course was repeated. As for the grade point average, only
the passing grade will be figured in.
I have heard it stated that if a person leaves 4 roont and turns
the light off, then contzs back in one hour and uses thz líght agaín
lor a few mínutes, more energy Iøs been used than il the IíSht ha¿
been lelt on the wholc time.
Is there a generalizatíon about thc critical length ol tíme for
nat turning líghts o'Í'Í to conserve energy?
What ß the dillerence ìn thß time for incandescent as compared
to fluorescent líghting?
As far as incandescent lamps are concerned, there is probably
a critical point where more energy would be saved by leaving the
lamp on, but this point is so minute that the best policy for conserving energJ is to tu¡n the lamp off when not in use.
It's a different situation with fluorescent lights, however. Fluorescent lamps will deteriorate very rapidly when turned on and
off repeatedly as opposed to leaving them on all the time. The
energy consumed in the manufactu¡e of fluorescent lamps is probably greater than the energy used by leaving them on all the time.
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Dqve Wilkerson's

V¡s¡on from God
Ed. note: The following is o conof Wilkerson's vision. lt is printed with permission
from Dovid Wilkerson Youlh Cru.
sodes, Dollos, Texos. As with oll
prophecy, it should be tesfed by
densed version

ing now is supernatural and out
of the reach of man's control.

the

Spirif of persecution
soon coming to Christions
I see an hour of persecution

Scriplures.

to

ministe¡s

of Christ in

all the media. Christians now own
and operate their own radio and
TV stations, and they are a lib-

took me from a little town in
Pennsylvania to New York City
to wo¡k with teen-age gangs and
drug addicts. Now, years later,
it is a reality with youth centers
spread all around the wo¡ld.
A second vision came to me
this summer (L973). It is a vision of tragic calamities coming
upon the ea¡th. While in prayer
late one night, these visions of
world calamities came over me
with such impact I could do

nothing but kneel, transfixed and
take it all in.
I did not want to believe what
I saw and heard, at first. The
message of the vision was too

frightening. But the vision came
back to me, night after night. I
couldn't shake it off. I am convinced this vision is from God,

it is true, and that it

will

come to pass.
I believe that what is happen-

er before witnessed. This will be

a

persecution

of true Jesus be-

lieve¡s that will soon a¡ise like a
many-headed monster out of the
sea. It will begin slowly and sub-

tly, coming at a time when reli-

gious freedom appe¿ìrs to be at a
It will spread throughout
the United States, Canada, and

peak.

the entire world and will finally
become a kind of madness.

Super world church
powerful religious force
I see the formation of a super

world church creating one of the
most powerful religious forces on
earth.

This visible super world church

will be spiritual in name only,
freely using the name of Jesus
Christ, but which will, in fact,
be antich¡ist and political in
many of its activities.

There is at present tremendous
freedom for the preaching of the

on radio and television.
Never have the doors been so
gospel

But
har-

is

coming. There is a
change in the air.
Ch¡ist-centered ¡adio, and TV
programming will become the
target of satanic forces determined to force them off the airassment

sound

of

ways.

Mo¡e and more movie makers

will

attempt

to debunk puritani-

cal moral values. Gospel preaching churches and miãistels will
come under special attack while,

at the same time, the occult and
witchcraft will be glorified and
sensationaiized.

Spiriruol qwqken¡ng
While free nations experience
a wave of ¡eal persecution, the
iron and bamboo curtain count¡ies will experience a short period of spiritual awakening. Those
who have lived under terrible re-

ligious persecution will enjoy a
limited period of freedom. God's
Holy Spirit will split the iron and
bamboo curtains and will seek
out and find hungry hearts in
Russia, China, and Eastern EuroPe.

Church lqxqtion
Our People Make Us Nu¡nber One

There is coming an attempt to
tax chu¡ches and cburch related

organiz¿fio¡s. Atheistic forces,

with the help of Civil Liberties
IJnion, will ptsh ilris matter all
the way to the Supreme Court.
Government agencies are soon
going to be delving into the private books of almost every nonprofit religious organization.
Christiqn colleges
turn lo qgnost¡c¡sm
Colleges and universities will
not escape the coming hour of

persecution and harassment.
Satan will attempt to wrest the

Fulure perseculion of Christions is forecqsl in Wilkerson,s vision. With
the rise of o super wo¡ld church, onti-Christ ocfivities witl prevoil.

Hore Christ clubs
Prepare to face "hate Christ"
clubs in school. In many places,

Ch¡istian young people whõ take
an open stand for Christ will be
verbally stoned by those their

own

age.

Jesus people

will not only

will even be spat upon in

the
corridors of high schools and colleges. The day may come when

Bibles will be plucked from their

Eachdiamond...$15.*

synthetic birthstones in 14 karat gotd, $99.95..
7 genuine stones . . . $113.95.'
Díamonds availàble in place of birthstones. . .915 each..
Life@, 7

Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.

Layaway now for ChrÍstmas.
Six convenient ways to buy:

,

Zales Revolving Charge . Zales Custom Charge o BankAmer¡card
Master Charge o American Express o Layaway
rugr'l 2 !çeks for delivery. Order by December t2 lo insure Chr¡stmas detiver\

ln Southroods Moll ond Downtown

a

Iaughing crowd

A flood of

f¡lth
infiltrotes the mediq
TV comedy show will become
bolder and bolder in poking fun
at Christ and true Cbristians. Television programming will become
blasphemous and millions of un-

huma¡s. These dramatic

presen-

tations will depict the devil as the

father of sexuality.

A

constant barrage of sex and

nudity by all the media will vex
the minds and souls of the most
devout children of Christ. It will
cause the love

cold.

of maDy to

grow

It will be the major cause

of a great "falling away." Those
who stand against this flood of
filth wilt be few, and they will be

looked upon as "out of step" with
an enlightened society and a more

¡elevant church.

CLEANERS

program the most wicked X-rated

worthy of fhe nome

The Jesus ¡evolution among
young people will stagnate, and
undisciplined followers will return to their drugs, their free sex,
their old ways of life. Persecution will separate the sheep from
tåe goats. Only totally surrendwill be left standing

wilt be able to sit in
front of their TV sets laughing
and mocking as subjects once
conside¡ed sacred are unde¡-

Be warned that TV in the nottoo-distant future will regularly

movies and the cable networks
will feature porno movies after
midnight. Cable television is already the favorite target of pushers of porno films.
These porno movies will become so perve¡ted and vile, even
the most liberal atheist will blush

a, Simulated birthstones, sêt in a r¡ng of 10 karat gold,
are treasured memories of her loved ones.

c.'Floral Ring of

tices. Demons, devils, and witchcraft will be glorified. The newest
kind of sex deviation will be in-

mined.

ered disciples

each diamond, $9.95.*
b. Ring of Lifeo Swirl, in 1.4 karat gold, mounting only g34.95 .
Each synthetic birthstbne . . . $2.5Õ..
Each genuine stone . . . $4.50.-

blood violence, and occult prac-

nosticism.

when the fog clears.

i8ili:Frtrry' $1888

complain. Along

believers

No longer q fod

made wh¡re you wait
Each simulated stone, 92.95; each genuine stone, 94.95.;

to

tercourse between demons and

be
be

considered freaks; they will
called all manner of names and

aflns and ripped apart by
of mockers.

and begin

with exploitation of every sex
theme will be an emphasis on

leadership of these schools and
institutions out of the hands of
true men of God and place them
in the hands of compromising lib-

erals who will not attempt to
check the movement toward ag-

GiveMother

-^

raise
ospel

coming such as mankind has nev-

I have had but two visions in
my lifetime. The first came to me
in 1958 when a vision of God

that

open

Tvping got you
bogged down?

ROYAL

O dry cleoning
O shirls ond loundry
O olterotions
O minor repo¡rs
One-doy serv¡ce
Just

5 minutes

from

ORU

A full-service shop

Cqll Verq Corp. 627-9126
for experienced typing
50c per poge

Convenient
drive-through
dropoff cnd pickup

5044 5. lewis
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Choirs to tour
southern stotes
Members of the Concert Choir

and the Cha.mber Singers will
take their second annual tour

tle southern states this
spring. Traveling for 9 days by
bus, they plan to perform in Fort
Worth, Dallas, Jackson, Atlanta,
through

Birmingham, Chattanooga, Memphis, and Little Rock.

While in Birmingham, they
hope to have an opportunity to

sing for Governor Wallace. They
a¡e also trying at this time to arrange a performance in Fayette,
Miss., for the black mayor,
Charles Evers, who was a guest
speaker in chapel last year. Because of the mandatory 5o-mph
speed limit which will be in effect, the choir may be forced to
cancel some of the concerts fro,m

their itinerary.
Each concert given during the
tour will be composed of three
major parts. In the first part

the choir will sing at least
piece from each musical

one
era.

Many of these numbers such as
Bach's "Komm, Jesu, Komm"
(Come, Jesus, Come) will be
sung in foreign languages. The
second portion

of the program

will include such

campus famil-

ia¡s as Dave Stearman who will
sing and give short testimonials.

Traditional gospels and h¡'mns
arranged by Ralph Carmichael
will conclude the hour-and-a-half
concert.

Director Tony Catanza¡iti considers the personal contact between his students and their manY
audiences

to be the main

objec-

tive of the tour. He believes there
is also a recruiting element to be
considered but that recruiting
new students is definitelY not

f

the

is in-

in having the grouP at
his home church is urged to
contact Mr. Catanzariti in the
Music Department for details.
terested

Alpha Lamda Delta
inducts new members
Alpha Lamda Delta inst^llation services were held November 15 in Cardone Hall for 34
ORU women who have attained
high academic standing in college

work. A nationally-affiliated honor societ¡ Alpha I-ambda Delta

is now in its fourth year at ORU.
Established in 1924 at the University of Illinois, the purpose of
the organization is to contribute
to the growth of a well-rounded

student and promote scholarship
among freshman women. Membership is open to any freshman

woman whose GPA is 3.5
"Alpha Lambda Delta is an
honor fratemity with many possibilities

for

service," says Mrs.

Carole Lewandowski, f aculty
sponsor of the group. 'T/hen we
were granted our charte¡ we received letters of congratulation
from all the national officers and

I[/e put

many campus chapters th¡ougbout the country."

Along with the students who
were initiated into the society,
Alpha Lambda Delta extended
honorary memberships

to

Ma¡ie

Fischer, Helen Inbody, Evelyn

Roberts, and Lucretia Shaw.
"Besides providing fellowship

of

outstanding young womeD,

this is an honor ttrat goes on the

transcript as official recognition

of

achievement.

It can mean

much to a prospective employer-"

someth¡ng spec¡al
under yorrr ttee,at
TlstandSouth Lewis

CHRI,STIAN
BOOK SHOP
"Thy Word

ís a

Lamp Unto My Feef'

ft Books ft Gifts
ft Bibles ft Jewelry
ó548

E.

2lst

Street (ln rhe NEW Hole Villtrge) 838-8323

Bill

I'lash

President

Jack

Maiors

Vice Pres¡dent and Loan

0fficer

It's much too big to gift wrap. How
could we possibly hide United Bank
until after the holidays? So, here's one
package plainly labeled "Please open
beJore Christmas"!
We think it's just your size-in every way.

DIAMONDS

Richard

Jeffrey

Vice President and

Cashier

Ronrye Perry
Malketing Representat¡ve

some of the brightest young people in
the business working for you.
Sure, you're busy. But come help us
celebrate our "housewarming" this
week. When you're tired of fighting
holiday traffic, we've got what you'rg
looking for. A relaxing welcome and
plenþ of FREE parking space.

-

May be a girls best fríend, but a guy's best Íríend
ís olten FLOWERS. Whether thøt date ís a brand
new number to you, or whether your saggíng re
m&nce needs a little stimulønt, Iet llowers ímprove

fírst ímpressions, or restore you to her good gruces.

And let the Poßorc at Riversíde Florßts ín lenlcs
Ííx up that ìmage buílder ot peace ollering lor you.

TlST AflD SolIfH

lIltls / 0PEfl M0Í{DAY-IHURSDAY,

9:30 A.M.I0 2 P.M:: FRIDAT, 9:30
M0T0R BAÍ{K 0PEt{ M0ilDAY-FBIDAY,7:30 A.M. I0 6

P.M.

A.lll.I0

6 P.ttl.

rwER

F.D.rr.
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TO JOYCE LA/vlPKlN

Wqlt tl
q huml

.

From Lorry Morbitt

by ruth figi

"If

Joyce,

I have been thinking about you, My Friend.
You have been there these last two weeks

be happy for a month,
pig; but if you would be

So very close and real

"I've always considered r
as being very fortunate t
paid for the wo¡k I love tc
said Walt McHenry, head
ener at ORU. "A large pe
age of people are compell
work in a vocation they
care for."
Plato taught in a grove.
monk walked in the gardr
meditate. The statesmen of
centuries have longed fr
country retreat. The ORU
er Ga¡dens are also a refu
place of peace, a retreat
the worries of the world. ".
the standpoint of one who
for the gardens, I would say
are for both students and
ors," Walt said. "But I think
are not just to look at, br
really get out in and be a
of. Leisurely use them, as a
of rest."

The determination in that drive.
There is a certain new reality
That is beginning to enter my life,
A new sense of knowing,
A heart-felt knowledge
That assures everything in my mind,
A reality that surges throughout my being,
Bringing together
Everything that before was apart,
That was against the other.
Oh, I am quite certain you know what it is.
You have known it for a very long timeEven as you were standing with meAnd that is peace.

Gqrdeners know plo
Walt believes there is a

Strong,
Simple,

tinct diffe¡ence between

Peace.

Whom the Father has sum,moned has arrived.
Sing all the host,
Sing in utter joy and delight.
You, My Friend, you have made your way
To the portals that lead
To the throne of God.

So enduring

That I have reconciled
To myself completely
All that was and is your lifeIf I wake up at night and start to cry

It is not because I grieve your absence,
It is because f miss the pleasure of your compmy.
If I start to daydream on some wintry afternoon
It is not fhat I wonder if you are cold,
It is that f must summon ull -y strength without you.
I remember those conversations
In the studio,
On the plane,
In the hotel lobby,
In the car after a recording session.
Your words so strong
And understanding,

What is it like?
What does it look like?

.

.

\Vhen you would be in full bloom

Radiant
Glistening in full lustre
You, My Friend

You have blossomed so much sooner than I.
Your faith has reached perfection so quickly
Your heart so ready . . . so prepared . . .
And now the Gateman sees you from afar.
"Mâke way! Open the gates of the City,
Open the portals to the celestial throne.
The Father has summoned his beloved."
The gates are swinging wide,
Your path is flooded with light so bright and thrilling.
Joyce, they are welcoming you,
They are lifting their heads high
With rejoicing!

tle

a

man and a gardener. "My
nition of a gardener is one
knows the plants, their ch
teristics and habits, and k
from that knowledge how to

for them. He knows their

gr

height, and where they

sl

be planted, de¡iending on
much area they will cove
gardener knows that all ¡
do not take the same ferl
tion. Some plants require

Taste like?
Feel like?
Ahhhh. . .
It must infiltrate every dimension
And every timeless moment
That man has ever dreamed of . .
To fall on your knees

To raise your face toward
Of all the universe.

Sometimes silent

'fhathour...
Thatminute...

Tell me,

a

acid soil. And then he must

a

knowledge

seases, and

of

insects

anr

how to control

in relation to the plants. I v
identify a yardman as one
mows the grass and trims."

.

To life your arms ro high

Your thoughts never confused,
Always aware of what I needed,
Always giving the right thing at the right time . .
Joyce, you were a blosso

.

l

all your life, plant a garden.

When I have awakenedWhen I have lain downThe spirit that led you to embrace life
And all its woe
With such zeal
Leaves me breathless and disarmed.
Oh, if God would heþ me fathom

Often joyous
Contemplating that d"y . .

you would be happy

week," says an old Chinese
erb, "take a wife. If you

countenance

Is there trouble with stu
cutting flowers and runnin¡
to their dorms with stolen pl

"No," answered Walt. "I wa
thank the students for thei¡
of the gardens. Very little
age has ever been done to

To speak,
To sing

plants. The flowers are

Every praise that has ever lingered
On your thoughts.
Oh, My Friend, what is it like?
It is yours to worship,
To exclaim
At the very throne,
The very compassionate heart of the universe
With splendor that reaches in every direction,
going and coming . . .
My heart, my mind, my soul
reach out in ecstasy.

off.

Surely there is no blossom
In heaven like you

Without a doubt you are blessed,
so blessed. .

And

.

a blessing

to the very heart of God.

I

picked, and the red berries i
fall of the year are never ca

Branches are mutilate

a part of t
My co-worker, Sandy, ar
have talked about the conce
the students. We apprecia
someone takes

very much."

The love

of

d¡É

Someone has observed tha

love of dirt is among the

of

ea

passions. Mudpies gratify

of our first and best insti
"We have had girls

occasio

stop in the gardens and off
work as employees. I tell

to talk to my supervisor, R
Roberts," smiled Walt. "B

think girls should be interestr

gardening. Married couples
potential home owners. Ever
ly they will have shrubbery

flowers, and

will want trér

their own yards."

I

am coming Joyce,

I

am coming, My Friend,
am coming to sing too . . .

I

Before coming to ORL

1965, Walt worked

at a
in Tulsa, and founc
proximately 90 percent of
customers u€re women. ''

t

nursery

are usually concerned with
ing a living," he said. "The
of the house is the one who

:
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to contend with while mowing the grass, the better off he is.
He won't suggest planting anyhas

thing that obstructs his mowing."
"Such gardens are not made by

singing 'Oh, how beautiful!' and
sitting in the shade," wrote Kipling. And this is true of the ORU
gardens also. Hundreds of students study on the grass, stroll

through the gardens during the
day and night, and exclaim, "Oh,
how beautiful!" The work falls to

Walt and five other

gardeners

artd "learners."

îo Tulso

"Our present staff of six is the
largest we have had since I've

been here," said Walt. "We

should be able to keep our heads
above water! Mike is responsible
for the gardens around the Prayer Tower. Bonnie and Glen have
faculty ho^.rsing, and Chris is our
newest member."
Aesthetic gardening has gone
through perhaps as many phases

as painting and poetry. There
were the breathtaking hanging
gardens of Babylon, the elegant
Roman villas with tåeir hedgcs
trimmed into fantastic shapes,
the Renaissance with pots and
tubs placed on a walled patio,
and the Elizabethan knew garden

with more gravel wolds than
greenery. And now, the word
garden suggests the "perennial

border set off by a lawn."
The ORU gardens appear to

phases

of the above

into their own eye-catch-

ing style, using trimmed hedges,
gravel and stone walks, flower
beds in patterns, and the populer
expans€s of green lawns.

Ihick rurf tough
Walt commented on "the special grasses in the gardens. "We
have a turf so thick that it pretty
well takes care of itself," he said.

"People sit on the grass only occasionally, and it springs back.
The only thing I have seen that I
would object to is that presumably someone has jumped from
the upper level down to the lower level. When there is a great
amount of moisture, the sod is
very soft, and this will leave heel
and foot impressions."

It is an indisputable

fact that
man's culture, and his very life,
are bound 'up with the world's
gre€nery. Each day, on his way to
class, the student passes short and
tall "friends" that provide oxygen

for his daily

the
iest

)ne
)ts.

rlly

to
em

)ky

:I

in

are

talrnd

in
in
tail

aP
his
len
aktan
tas

soil, which is the type of soil
in ORU's immediate area, was
hauled in. "It is a good soil for
most types of plants," Walt explained. "Of course, we have
worked with the soil and increased its fertility through additions of humus, using grass
clippings for our mulch, and then
applying commercial fertilizers

and manure too."

From Bobylon

synthesize many

stands, its root system grows and
reaches out. It will grow faster
in the succeeding years."
After excavation was completed for the gardens, sandy loam

use. Such friends
on the ORU campus include the
sweet gum tree, goldenrain, hon-

ey locust, native river birch,
northern white birch, ginkgo, pin
o*, scarlet oak, redbud, live

oak, and flowering crab apple
trees. Shorte¡ "friends" are the
American, yaupon, and dwarf
Chinese hollies, and the cedar
type of evergreens-the ca4let

juniper, the tamarix, and the annandora juniper.

On the campus proper, away

from the gardens, Walt has had a
part in planting over 245 trees.
"Our plans are to plant more
trees again this fall," he said. "It
generally takes a year for a tree,
after it is planted, to get over its
shock and reestablish itself in a
new environment. After a year
you'll start seeing some new
growth. Then, as long as the tree

Do the gardeners "play favor"My preference is for the
shrubbery;" Walt said. "The holites?"

lies and tl,re trees. When we speak
shrubbery, it includes a large
variety of uprights and lowergrowing, hedge-type shrubbery."

of

Sings Creek hymns
Walt is also a three-fourth
Creek Indian. "McHenry is an
old Indian name," he smiled.
When asked about his Indian
heritage, he said, "The Creeks

gave up their lands through treaties with the United States Government, and we¡e brought to Indian Territory, the area in which
we live today. They had their
own goveürment- a c o unc i I

called the House of Warriors,
and the House of Kings. They

were led by a chief, and the capital here in Oklahoma was in Ok-

pholo by ruTh figi

a conversation in
Geek, andt sings Creek hymns
while working in the gardens.
But says he doesn t speak it well.
"I think we are losing our culture. We never use Creek at
home. Occasionally at church, I
will tatk with someone a little
can carÍy on

bit." Walt carries a small Creek
hymnbook in his pocket, and several of the students have been
privileged to hear him sing these
hymns in the Creek language.

One Creek word is the same as
the English-"Jesus." "When the
missionaries came to our Creek

Indian people," Walt said, "the
Creeks knew there was a God;
they worshiped Him and had a
name for God. But they had never heard about Jesus. So when
Jesus was introduced to them,
they tried to pronounce his name
just as in the English language.
It sounds almost the same."

lnnocence

in rhe gqrden

Who was the world's first gardener? The English essayist, Lord
Bacon, wrote, "God Almightie
first Planted a Garden. A¡d indeed it is the Purest of Humane

by renee colwill

It's getting tocr cold for the
Prayer Gardens. Winter has
made its debut in Tulsa and

many couples are finding fewer
places on campus where they can
go to be alone.

"I

feel we belong to a persecuted minority," laughed a coed.

"There are times when my boy-

friend and I would like to be
alone to really talk something
out, and while we don't want to
be rude, we might not feel like

to anyone else either."
A junior guy expressed a different view. "lf we're sitting

talking

somewhere and talking, we don't
care who else comes and talks.
We don't necessarily want to be

alone-just together."

Other couples expressed views

similar to the two above. There
were those who said they liked to

be left alone when they

were

talking, and others who said they
almost always enjoyed company.

"My

biggest gripe

is the way

some people react to my girlfriend and me as a couple," said
a sophomore. "When we're walk-

ing close and holding hands,

some people walk by and grin, or
cough, or give you a "I think you

go somewhe¡e else" kind
It is the Greatest .Re- should
to the Spirits of Man; of look. There are some people
Buildings and Palaces are but around here iwho, I belie'¿e,
frcshment

of innocence in a garden. It has
been suggested that ever since,
those who make gardens are trying, whether they know it or not,

to find Paradise again-to see
their Creator in the face of a
flower.
The ORU garden is, as is every
garden, a symbol of peace. The

ORU gardeners are

peaceful,
friendly, humble men. Their plea-

su¡e is not to bring death, but to
help things live.

"l

in

the

lh¡nk we

Couples-o persecuted m¡nority

pleasures.

Grosse Handy-works . . . "
Man was the second gardener,
and spent his first and only state

compus Proyer Gordens. But, he soys,
ore losing our culture." Don't Wolt.

/N5/CHT

mulgee.

"People do not use the language anymore," said Walt, who

found singing Creek hymns os he works

Wolt McHenry is three-fourths Creek lndion . . . qnd
port of o dying cuhure. Most of Wolt's time is spenl
doing whot he enioys mosl, gorden,ing. He is often

should be more realistic pnd act

more mature about tffe
' situat' '-.
tion."
"I think some people are just

for them to go to the Sub, or
other places whe¡e there are big
groups of kids and expect complete privacy.
"That's asking for quite a bit,"
said a freshman guy. 'nVhen my

quite an unpopular one with

friends we go where a lot of people are. If we want to be alone
. well, we used to go to the
Prayer Ga¡dens. I don't know
where we'll go now."
"We respect the rights of others," said a sophomore guy.
"Sometimes I can't understand
the logic of people's reactions,
though. A few days ago my girlfriend and I went shopping and
got back at about 6 o'clock.
We'd both had rough days and
we were just sitting together in
the car talking when someone
walked by and knocked on the
top of the car. We didn't even
know him. It kind of wrecked my
day thinking that an individual
we didn't even know would be
that rude. There's no reason we
shouldn't be able to sit in my

stop

girlfriend and

I

want to be with

car and talk."

Though most couples

they don't know how to react.
That's when they cough, say
something silly, or give a couple
a strange look."
Obviousþ there are times
when- a couple wants to be left
alone. These are not the times

agree

they haven't got it so bad, some
of them have expressed negative
feelings about certain attitudes.
The attitude that you can hug a

couples. They also voted out the

"I know you're not doing anything wrong but will you please
it"

attitude.

"My boyfriend and I recognize

the University's standards and we
have high standards, too," said a
freshman coed. "We don't want
to make anyone uncomfortable
or embarrassed. While we personally don't get upset if we view
a public display of affection, we
do feel, however, there are couples who should be more discreet!"
Consideration is the key to all

our relationships. Couples have
the responsibility of upholding

rules and standards. Meanwhile,
thore a¡e those who shorfd grow
up and not get sick when they
see a couple walking close together. Now that's even for some

of the guys who've never held

we should all be moderate and
sensible, let's ¡emember to be understanding in this situation, too.

t

!

I T I
TURSEHY
¡

This certificote worlh lOTo discount
House plonts ond pre-mode lerroriums.

6750 S.

lewis

a

girl's hand except in chapel.
There's a cold winter ahead
and the whole bunch of us will be
inside more than outside. While

Scotch Pine Christmqs Trees
Any Size-N ow i6.97

not accustomed to displaying af-

fection as much as others," said
a junior girl. "Seeing a guy sitting
with his arm around a girl makes
them feel uncomfortable and

friend or someone on your brothsiste¡ wing-anyone but
your girlfriend or boyfriend-was

er or

to

ORU students

on oll olher

749-9797
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ART & ENTERTAINMENT

The wqy we
might hqve been
by dove poyton

to her own world
and commitments, FDR, and antifascism.
After an awfully ineffectual job
of party-poopin!, Katie is faóed
with the one welcome decision
that Hubbell chooses to make,
that their lives a¡e not running
on the same tracks and reasoñ
and playtime

of

The Way We Were, rated PG,
starring Robert Redford and Bar-

bra

Streisand

is

showing at

Southroads Mall Cinema.
The Way We Were is, in many
ways another of those tear-jerÉ
ing movies that leave you sniffling all the way back to McDonald's. In the Love Story ûadifion,

dictates a parting.

Now, up to this point

TlllAW bads us through the
sometimes acerbic games of reJection, common, I am led to
p_resum€, to all the romance,
through the sudden truce and ensuing matrimony to the inevitto dig a little

deeper

into

the

movie leans with congruity on
the theme that desire is a iunction of compatibility, and, sad
but true, good endings are not
always the happiest ones. But in
our story a great tragedy takes
place. Katie is quite upset, calls
Hubbell as a comforter, and just
as strangely, they a¡e married
and in Hollywood, where Hubbell
has sold his novel. Things go
quite well, until Katie falls in wiih
the local supporters of the Holly-

able parting. But there are some
aspects of this show that manage

"boy meets girl" realiìies.

involvements

tñe

in
is

in the suffragette tradition. She is
the leader of the local Young
Communist Party and somewhit

WAY WE WERE is being billed by some crirics
os one of the best shows of the yeor, ond the com_
binqtion of Bqrborq Slreisond ond Roberr Redford
THE

seems

lo be one of lhe mosl populor poirings of

wood Ten who are appearing before the House Co^mmift"ã on

slips occa-

the IJn-American Activities and

enamored of Hubbell Gardner
(Robert Redford). He is BMOC,
track star, playboy, and an aspiring novelist whose indifferencê to
Katie is soon removed with a
few smirking closeups.
Cut to 1944, Katie's hair has
been "ironed" to respectability and
cha¡ces upon a quite inebiiated
Hubbell whose attention she eflectively diverts from partying

script

basic ideological differences sur-

ents. St¡eis-

face between her and her hus-

and and Redford will help get
back some of the g5 million tñat
was spent on the production but
don't really help anything else.
Streisand is a nice Jewish girl being a nice Jewish girl whilè Red-

band. Hubbell is having troubles

enough with his director
with Katie being pregnant
they divorce.

does

and

too,

The Way We Were as cinema
is not a great movie. The directing is barely adequate, the camera work uninspiring and some-

screen and what we know

to be
true, that parallel lines do not
meet. The essence of the story
is that love does not transcenã

What makes this movie

good as

it

hearing ("what may be painful

as

is happens somewhere

between what

we saw on

ing to the dilemma.

the

the cqlendqr

Jonqthon Livingston Seogull
time some of the -comõ
young gulls follow him. He has
Io direct
rhem to the way to peace, happiness, and freedóm. nùt ¡oáatlán
is undaunted by the fact that his
followers are few in number. He
has found what he wants in life
and is content to place himself

on Copifol Records
reviewed by dove grimes

that guy who sang
- Remember
great hits like Brother
those
Love's T r av e li ng Salvatíon

Show and Song Sung Blue?,'
Well, he's done the soundtrack
fo¡ tåe movie about the best-sell€r, Jonathan Livingston Seagull. lt is one of the most sooth-

under the ridiculo

of

others.

When he sees how great the re-

ward is, the persecutions

seem

FRIDAY

Foculiy Recitol: Andrzei Wosowski (piono), Howord Auditorium,

I

p.m.

SATURDAY

Oklohomo Higher Educotion TV Tolkbock, LRC 235, 9 o.m. to 4 p.m.
Kung Fu Exhibition: 2 ond I p.m., Mobee Center.
Christmos Bonquet: Fireside Feost, before going to dinner. Fireside
Room,4:45 p.m.
Yuletide
Friendshi
er dinner.
Entertoin
itorium, 7:30 to 9 p.m.
lntermiss

"Gone Wirh the Wind," Howord Auditorium, 9:30 p.m.
o.m.

f¡om the boods of insecurity

Diamond relates to the ideas and
sets them to music so well is that

he is a man of many

of inferiorþ. Neil Diamond has presented these
thoughts in his music so well that
the story and the music seem to
feelings

moods

himself a¡d all his nn¡siô reflects
this quality.

The sonç follow Jonathan's
in life from the time

how he

experience

heb

flock

ment. The orchest¡ation does

a

accepts

of learning moie,
quenchable thirst

flight

when

and

Finally, after Jonathan returns
once more to the flock, he is
once again turned away. But this

ItF.TY's Y''ZZA BE¡SE¡B\IE

blend together.
To truly appreciate the album, one shouldn't just listen to
it. You have to put yourself into
it, involve yourself, identify with
Jonathan Livingston Seagull, and
you will experience what he
thinks life is about.

NqTE

to l:15

Student Enterto¡nment, Cordone Holl, 9:30-l 2 p.m.
Curfew, 2 o.m.
SUNDAY
Design for Living: 2-4 p.m., Zoppelt Auditorium.
Chrisfmos Concert: 3 ond I p.m., Howord Auditorium.
ORU Women's Club Christmos Bonquet: ó:30 p.m., Fireside Room.

MONDAY
Bosketboll: ORU vs. Hordin-Simmons, 7:30 p.m., Mobee Center.
TUESDAY

Holy Spirit Closs Finol Exom: 7 p.m., Mobee Center.
THURSDAY

Bosketboll: ORU vs. Son Diego Stote, 7:30 p.m., Mobee
Center.
Closses end.

COMING

EVENTS

December
December

l5: Exoms begin.
l5: Movie, ',Scrooge,,, Howord Auditorium, g p.m.

In newscrren splcndor...Ihe mosú magnificentpictueewr!
DAVID O.

Phone Aheqd

$t.00 off
qny 1 5" pizza

For

Foster Service

I

Block West

of

5lst & lewi¡

..GONEWITH
MÍCHEt¡S

THEWINIT

50c Off

742-5262
'ú

lTinm

ony 13" piza
Expires December

ITIÐN'S PIZZA DOI,LAR,

o

volvement. She will never be one
to party with abandon, as he will
never ce¿¡se to see politics as underhanded double-talk.
So there it is, a show well
worth seeing, the title song worth

ford is, . . . well, Redford.

times technically poor, and aften-

reco¡ded by Neil Diomond

lhe seoson. ln the movie, Streisond porlroys

strong-minded, college octivist while Redford floys
rhe All-Ame¡icon boy. The movie will be ploying in
Tulsa until December 25.

l3

f6¡¡q¡¡6ç-t{oword Auditorium-9:3O p.m.
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FICLET'S F/NDS
Oklqhomq tqkes
music spotl¡ght
Mice tnvo de Broxton
New York, Hollywood,

and

Nashville have long been known
as the entertainment capitals of
the nation, but Oklahoma's rapidly growing music industry is now
capturing internatiorral attention.
It may come as a surprise to

many, but Bíllboard, the leading magazine of the music
industry, has been so impressed

with the Oklahoma music scene
that it has published a 22-page
special section on the many facets

of the music

business. And

what's more surprising,

this
"Spotlight on Oklahoma" is only
the second such special section
published since the magazine's beginning in 1894.

A

page

full-page, full-color, cover

on the Oklahoma

shows

a

section

western-clothed singer
picking a guitar while oilwells in
the background gush forth musical notes. The headline reads:

"Oklahoma! Music Erupts

Among the Oil Fields." Also in
tle section is an article on Richard and Patti Roberts.

"Musically for many years,
Oklahoma was a state about
which people sang," Williams
writes in an article entitled "Oklaloma Is More Than OK."
IIe continues, "Now with
things breakiDg out all over, it is
a state from which people sing,
play instruments, make films, do
sessions, and become totally involved in tLe record industry."

Williams, crediting Lt. Goveraor George Nigh with heþng

build Oklaåoma's stature, writes,
"Nigh believes in the music and
film industry and he frequently

is singled out as the individual
who will bring it to the prominence

In

it

is now seeking."
response, Nigh told Bil/-

board, "We're quite proud of
Oklahoma's position in the world
of show business, and particularly pleased with the rapid growth
of Oklahoma-based music and recording operations. I'm also

greatly pleased that Billboard };las
reseached the Oklahoma scene

and is helping us tell the music
world about the many people and
firms in our state who are important to the music industry."
In three news articles in the
Oklahoma secti on, Billboard
spotlights singers, song writers,
musicians, recording studios, re-

cording companies, record producers, record promoters, radio

stations, hotels, clubs, talent agencies, booking agencies, and other
entities which make up what the

magazine calls Oklahoma's "burgeoning reco¡d community," call-

ing attention to the talents,

ser-

vices, or products available to the

by ruth figi

The Titans had tough compe-

tition in their game last Saturday night, and I'm not talking
about Southwestern. "I don't
know what to do tonight," a
Braxton girl told me. "Should I
go to the game or watch part
two of Frankenstein?"
An energy crisis faces the nation, but if the electricity is ever
cut off to the Sub, you can stili

fun with the paddleball
machine. Normally, air hockey
costs a quarter to operate, but

have

Rhonda Shell says all you have
to do is shuffle your feet on the
rug, and then touch the handles.
The game will run on static elec-

tricit'!

d. *

¿.

memorabilia collectors on
to pedal on down to the

campus

Greyhound bus station and pick

Seqrs gives grqnt
ORU recently received a
$1,000 grant from the Sears-

said. "There are at least 1,000
of them left, and they're brand

Roebuck Foundation. Sears gives

out a number of cash

awards
yearly to e¡¡6f¿¡¡ling colleges and

universities as part of its higher
education support program. This

is the first year ORU has received, a granl Dr. Carl Hamil-

ton, Vice President of Academic
Affairs, said the money will be
put in the general fund.

Th,er.ets A
Nero Bøby

In Tulsa.
She's awake 18 hours a day.
She can wake you every morning at 6

Het Name.KB'Jll
at 100,000 watts; she is at home
your
FM
on
dial.
98.5
She weighs in

New babies are exciting and inspirational

You are invited to visit her
the sooner the better.
OFFICES AT
2819-C South Sheridan Road
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Marion Hoskins and Barb
Teichbrob woke R. C. Jan
Schramm at 1:30 a.m. IJnderstanding the look of terror in
their eyes, Jan said, "Why don't
you get some D-Con and go back
to sleep?" Marion slept next door.
Barb slept upstairs.

The next day, Jan fearlessly
went across the hall and got
Brenda Davis, Braxton's nextbest thing to a mouser. "I'm really kind of freaked by this thing,"
Jan announced. Brenda and

Jan

decided the mouse must be in

the drawers beneath Marion's
bed. Carfully removing each
piece of clothing, they found the
evidence. A gnawed-through box

of Pop-Tarts! And then, there he
was, racing a¡ound the room,
with Mouser-Brenda close behind. Soon, the mouse was
trapped in a shoe box. "He's in
there. Now what?" said Brenda
triumphantly. Jan slipped a piece

of cardboard under the door, and
Brenda hurled the gray thing as
far as she could. They watched
it, flying through the air, claws
spread apart, and then it hit,
bounced, and ran back toward
the dorms.

Well folks, as Jimmy Durante
would say, "Dese a¡e de conditions dat prevail." Pliny the Elder wrote back in about A.D. 40
that "When a building is about to

fall down, all the mice desert it."

Which clearly indicates
Braxton was built to last!

that

Greg Davis advises any antique

or

up some 2O-year-old post cards
of Tulsa. "They have a picture
of a downtown street which I

world's music industry.

she cor¡ld control the action with
2 never
showed up.

her hand. Mouse No.

haven't exactly recognized,"Greg

Arsenic ond Old Loce
onything but deod

new!" We can hardly wait, Greg!

(Yawn')

* *

by ric iomes

,.

Old women a¡en't always
What do you think of when
you hear the word "mouse"? If sweet, and it was proved last
you're a space enthusiast, you'll week as several outstanding
quickly answer, "Mimimtn Orbital Unmanned Satellite of
Earth." If you're a girl living in
Braxton, you'll probably scream.
Yes, the gray-toned rodents of
the field are now running to and
fro throughout the halls of Braxton, and D-Con is the password.
At 4 one morning, Linda
Manthey whispered, "Gretchen,
wake up! Listen! Do you hear
that?" Roommate Gretchen
Tomko answered sleepily, "No."
Then, "Yes!" It's in the wastebasket jumping up and down!"
Linda and Gretchen ran and
piled record albums on the basket, then their books on top of
that. The cleaning lady was elected to dispose of the gray matter
in the morning, while Linda tried

her hand at building a

better

mouse trap. She sprinkled D-Con
on a piece of paper, tipped the
basket at a precarious angle over
that, and rigged up a tape and
string system to her bed, where

ORU dramatists put forth their

best efforts in "A¡senic and Old
Lace."
Near-capacity crowds watched
as the antics of the Brewster sis-

ters unfolded. Karen Krafft and

Judy Gleason, playing their ancient roles to ttre hilt, hobbled,
crept, giggled, and sneaked thei¡

way through the

production,

much to the delight of the audience. And, when nephew Mortimer þlayed capably by Chuck
Jones) discovered the shocking
lifestyle of his dear aunts, they
defended themselves staunchly,

retaliating

with pleas of

inno-

cence and "everyone should have
cadaver or two around the

a

house!"
As Teddy Brewster "Charge!!",

David Watkins artfully entered
and exited, bugle in tow, much
to the chagrin of Raphael Green,

who, as Lieutenant

Rooney,

made an exceptional cameo appearance. Pamela Otto, as Elaine

Harper, spent the better part of
her time trying to disc.over the
"adequacy" in people, and did it
well. Leaving little to the imag¡nation, Gary Campbell, having suf-

fered througb countless face
changes ('He reminds me of
Boris Karloff'), frightened cast
and audience alike, along with
Gerrnan sidekick Dr. Einstein
(no, not Albert), portrayed by
Mark Batson.
Of course, there can be no
overlooking the smaller ¡oles
þerhaps it was these parts that
made the play work so well)
filled by Gleno Baile¡ Randall
Vaughan, David Vaughn, Greg
Bledsoe, and, the aging Mick McCabe.

ly

It

is ironic that a play so total-

centered on murder corfd
be so lively. Each cha¡acter was
executed with perfection, due
largely in part to the expert casting of director Lisa Johnson. Perhaps the only thing "dead" about

this student production were the
12 old men whom the Brews-

ter sisters had seen fit to put to
lasting peace-but even they
took a bow!
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Big Blue set to compete qgqinst
Oklqhomq's best next seqson
As of next

se¿Non,

ORU Titan

great rivalries

TU a¡d
this year's

schedule

will

to come.

nyman Abe Lemons after 18
years as his assistant. OCU
is perenially one of the strongest
independents in the Midwest ánd
last year received an NCAA in-

see

the Titan.s agains¿ OU and OSU

will allow Oklahomans to
view the sta¡t of what should be
and

J.V. mokes comebock
ofter slow b"ginning
by rim

vitation while compiling

a 2l-6

record. Two regulars return from
last year's squad, 6-7 Ron Brown
and guard Lacy Lunier. The
ù, Chief lineup will also feature
'6-1{ John ?bweil, an OU transby new head coach Paul Hanson
fer, 6-6 Jim Grace, and 6-4 Mike
who succeeds úe vene¡able fun- Davis. OCU'will certainly pro-

State, Tuls

The L97475

years

ORU
againsl an Oklahoma Big Four

Oklahoma's best college basketþ¿ll fsems, Oklahoma, Oklahoma

promise to

for

The first game fo¡

basketball fans can look forward
to seeing the Big Blue against

team featuring former

sans have long awaited will take
place on Ma¡ch 4 when ORU invades the Tulsa Fairgrounds to

battle the Golden Hurricane of

TU. The emotion

shoutd. be
quite high at tip-off, for seldom

quickness and conditioning to
wea¡ down an outstanding alumni

thuston

vide a formidable task fo¡-the

Titans as the teams also meet at
Mabee Center on March 2.
Ilowever, the big one that Tul-

Titan

has there been such a rivalrv between two Oklahoma schoolé.
Ken Hayes' Hurricane, despite
an opening setback to OSU, l2-

54, promises to be one of his
b,est squads ever. I-ed by
-a the
sharpshooting Willie Biles,

30-

point scorer last year and a pos^TLJ

homa State J. V. and coming
back to whip a talented atumn-i
team here last Tuesday night.

Victims

of

fort provided a well-earned victory for the J.V.'s. Once again s¡-

first-gáme -jitters,

Coach Terryt Scott's

charges

Chattanooga star Anthony Roberts contributed an outstanding
performance, receiving solid support from Ed Calbert, David
Tucker, and Alvin Scott. Rod Eppley turned in a solid floor-game
as well, as the J. V. guards in-

made a valiant comeback attempt

from an early 19-6 deficit, but
could never quite overtake the
Colts, who featured a pair of

7-4 and 7-0 giants, dwarfing the
husding Titans and dominating
early play. The Titans could ¡r'it
only 24 percent of their first half
shots against tbe 3-2 zone of the
Colts, who were shooting a warm

47

cluding walk-on Tim Reiterman
did a fine job of penetrating and

passing against defensive genius

Lawyer and Tim Cameron. Eddie' Calbart's 35 points were evi-

percent. David Tucker lead

an agressive man-to-man

defense

and stiffling full-court press as
ORU opened the second half in
impressive fashion. A brilliant
shooting display by Anthony
Robefs plus great board work
by foul-plagued Ed Calbert and
fnjury-hampered Alvin Scott
brought the Titans from 20 down
to 3 four-point deficit with just
under a minute left, but lack of

sible All-Americañ candidate,
could be ticketed for postseason
activity. The 6-3 Biles ls a longrange bomber out of the Richard
Fuqua mold. He was the first
Missouri Valley player to average
30 points p€r game since Oscár

Robertson and should provide

many firewotks i¡ 1973-74.
In addition to Biles the Hur-

ricane has 6-8 center Sammy
High, another all-MVC selection,

and 6-6 forward Allen Blackmon
who averaged 10 points last year.
Playmakers Tim Carson - and

Mike Dobbins also brighten TLls
outlook and male it that much
tougher for the Titans.

_ Qasketball excitement is
beginning

for

just

Oklahomans ãnd
there's much more to follow.

The junior Titans turned to 70
percent shooting in the first half
from former high school all-

.\{r

I

l\.4

G-REG McDoucAr.D nrrej
skiil .osoinsr ,",,r,jlii.T ilìî:ls,"
of George-town, Tex.. os the [i:
Tifqns rolle-d to on impressive 105_76 vil
tory lost Sotundoy.

\á- .r -¡lñ.

_\2,: -4ñ.1

furhtutr fur \ \ ,t-&tf a.-t \ ,\ Jat mtn

a \Zr -J

ffûmPn

llz

1

and

for
cost
_ Preceding the home opener of
the varsity, a small but-well-en-

tçrtained crowed, including President Roberts, watched the determined I.V. use their superior

_play by hard-working
Ì/ill;
steady Steve Martin,
and Tim Reiterman. Coach
1e¡erve

Tim

Scott's squad brought their record to 2-l for the season.

3ó20 S. Peorio
7434133

$,lusn

_

Southroods Mqll
6224000

f

w

Shoes & Boots
by Nun Bush

Knit

@,h¡tinfmus
Sweaters & Sweaters

Shirts & Blouses
Pants & Denim Jeans

Goord inates

.$&
Many

items

Exclusive

onlY

at

s()uilD
RCCTTOilICS

*

t

YIDTO

Buu t8

stereo & quodrophonic systems

* records *

4Znù & lflrurtu

topes

This od worth o lOo/o discounf on
sfereo systems ond occessor¡es

uúu,ralaæ

!N[utI

il

master
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fHE ¡NIEREANK CAÊO

Titqns win seqson openers;
McCqnts dozzles Aussies
by tom corr
Sparked by the slick offensive

work of newcomers Sam Mc-

Cants and Duane Fox, the ORU
Titans successfully opened their
1973-74 season with two crush-

ing wins last week.
In an exhibition opener against
the Australian Nationals from
New South Wales, the Big Blue
Machine rolled to an early l4-4
lead as McCants, a 6-3 junior,

dazzled the Aussies with passes
from just about everywhere but

the KRMG radio booth.

Several

times McCants even surprised his
own teammates with his quick re-

lease. Duane Fox, Al Boswell,
and Eddie Woods dominated the

the Titans
rushed to a 49-30 lead; at the
half. Then, as the final stanza
opened, Coach Trickey was
scoring column as

forced to go to his bench as Mc-

Guess who's coming

Center? ORU Titans

will

face

This seasoD

tournament.

is

Coach Berry's second at Ha¡dinSimmons.

Returning are five of his top
seven players f¡om last season.
Heading the list are Harvey Catchings, 6-10 center; Gary Crowthers,
6-3 guard; Stedman Graham, 6-7

forward; Jeff Jamison, 6-3 for-

ward; and Donnie Wood,
guard.

Defensively

the Titans

6-1

will

have their work cut outJor themselves trying to contain Catchings

and Crowthers. Catchings, a sen-

ior, is already on draft lists in
both pro leagues. Last season he

foot range and beyond. The Aus-

tralians held the ball for the
final 5 minutes to keep the
final score down at 86-50, but
it was an impressive start for the
Titans. McCants finished with 18
points, followed by McDougald
and Fox with 17, while Boswell
and Woods chipped

i¡

14 and 72

tro un c e d Southwestern
University (Georgetown, Tex.)
before 8,203 fans at Mabee Cen-

ter. Led by 6-7 co.c.aptain Ed-

rebounds, hitting .529 percent of
his field goal attempts. Crow-

a

the Aztecs finished last

team that rvent to the NCAA

15-

ORU

outlook. Last season the Cowboys won 16 and lost 9. One of
the wins was an impressive onepointer over Oklahoma City, a

from the

team effort Saturday night when

thers, also

optimistic about his team's

baskets

Teqm effort prevoils
it was a unified

Hardin-Simmons University and
San Diego State University next
week at home.
December 10 will be the first
meeting between ORU and Hardin-Simmons. Coach Russel Berry of the Hardin-Simmons Cowboys who are from Abilene, Tex.,

is

in

Once again

averaged 17.2 points and 11.3

to Mabee

popping

respectively.

Hord¡n-Simmohs, Son
Diego to bottle Titons
by roy hess

Cants and McDougald turntle game into a runaway by

ed

senior, averaged
13.6 points and led the team in

assists.

Son Diego rough
San Diego State will be here

December 13 to play the Titans.
ORU defeated the Aztecs 87-75
last year at the San Diego Sports
Arena. Under Coach Dick Davis
15-11.

Coach Davis has

superstar

in 6-7

a

season

potential

sophomore Steve
Copp. Last season as a freshman
Copp averaged 10.4 points and
6.7 rebounds, hitting .410 per-

cent of his shots. Copp was

an

all-co¡ference second team selection in the Pacific Coast Athletic

Association confe¡ence.
Oopp, 6-7 forwa¡d John An-

die Woods who had 16 points and

16 rebounds, the Big Blue rambled to a lO5-76 success. Ifotshooting

Al

Boswell led the scor-

ing parade with 22 tallies while
Sam McCants added 2O points
along with six sharp assists.
Again the ORU bench was

cleared early as the Titans rolled
to a halftime lead of 55-35, and a
74-45 maryin early in the second
half. Subs Willis Collins and Bill
Herring looked sharp with 8 and
6 points respectively, while 6-6
John Patterson hauled down nine
rebounds.

The Titans tackle Ha¡din-Simmons and San Diego State at
home next week l¡efore 1¡king to
the road against nationally ranked facksonville.
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T¡tons'73-'74
hove orrived
by randy

day

Mabee Center hosted a vibrant crowd November 17 for the
opening game of the 7973-1974 Oral Roberts University basketball season. The Titans battled the Australian Nationals from
New South Wales.
Over 7,000 p€rsons turned out to see the Titans in aotion. Junior Sam McCants led the scoring for ORU with 18 points. McCants seemed to like the long position and shot six long ones in
the second half. Fans got to see most of the Titans in action.
Final score for the ORU-New South Wales game was 86-50,
ORU on top.
The Waratahs were sponsored by the state of New South Wales.
Basketball is organized in clubs in Australian towns. ORU played
the best the state of New South Wales had to offer. Most of the
players were from the city of Sydney and all exhibited good sportsmanship.
The cheerleaders' new uniforms heþd to enliven those routines
so fondly remembered by most of the crowd from last year. Cheerleader June Crain was in good spirits after the game. She talked
about the cheerleaders at ORU. "It's our pinisfry," June said,

"both here in Tulsa and in places we travel." June was carrying
her Bible and a copy of Daily Blessing along with her pom-pons.
She said, "We pray together before each practice and game." She
is thanldul. "The Lord has provided many opportunities for us to
let Him shine tïrough our work."
Pep Band, bedecked in their new San Quentin motif uniforms,
played frequently during the game. An ORU basketball game is
considered more complete with the music of Pep Band. ORU fans
come to hear the Pep Band as well as see basketball.
"They're a unit this year," President Roberts said about the
team. "This is the most exciting brand of ball . . . they play both
ends of the court well." Number One Fan continud, "I'm excited, aren't you?"

derson, and 6-11 center John

Service provide Coach Davis with
excellent front court strength.
ORU may take advantage of San
Diego State's weakness at the

Our People ltdake Lb Number One

guard positions. Returning
guards Brad McNamara, who
averaged 9.4 points, and Don
Teaque turned in mediocre performances last season.

Best Wishes lor a
Merry Christmas
Mary Murray's Flowers
5800 S. Lewis London Square
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MEN'S HAIRSTYLIST

AND HAIR

Offers the finest

DESIGNER

of

tonsoriol services to
honds and foce,
sc¡ssor ond rozor
by highly sk¡lled Europeon troined borber

men who volue

their hoir,
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s
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Diamonds andthe color
of precious gems, make her Christmas
:' t teJy merry andbrþht.
a. Gala bridal set, 5 diamonds, 2 genuine sapphires, $35O.
b. Gala bridal set, 7 diamonds, 7 genuine rubies, $325.
c. Gala bridal set, 4 diamonds, 2 genuine emeralds, $375.
d. Gala trio set, 4 diamonds, 4 genuine rubies, $375.
Al! mounted in 14 karat gold. Most available w¡th genu¡ne rubies, sapphires or emeralds.

ts.

CI'ISTOM & READY TO WEAR HAIR PIECES
'' BY AFPOINT¡AENT ONIY"

743-6755
,.?r'#Jutj[, zzto E Gr

oo

cooo

Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.

Gl

Zales Revolv¡ng Charge

Six convenient ways to buy'
. Zales Custom Charge. BankAmericard ¡ Maste: Charge. American Expresso [ayaway
lllustratims enlar¡pd.

D

ln

ll

Southroods Moll ond Downlown
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Bu¡ldings to
be dedicqted

Concert to hqve
two performqnces

Howard Auditorium and Cardone þining Room
dedication activities wilt begin at 5:30 p.m., Decen-

T¡aditional Christmas music, as well as some
classical selections, wilt be featured at the ORU
Christmas concert presented by the Chamber Singers, Concef Choi¡, University Chorale, and Sym-

ber 14.
Activities wilf begin with the meeting of the Board
of Regents, who will host a dinner at 5:30 for administration officers, ORU, OREA, and student officers in Cardone Dining Room. Dinner will be fol-

phony Orchestra.
Two performances of the concert will be presented,
one beginning at 3 p.m. and another at 8 p.m., this
Sunday. Both are to be held in Howard Auditorium.
A highlight of the program will be the candlelight
processional and recessional, symbolizing the cnming
of the "Light of Christ" into the world and the tak-

lowed by the dedication ceremonies officiated by l-ae

Braxton, with Oral Roberts performing the dedication. The Cardone brothers from New York will
give the response.

Moving to Howard Auditorium lobby at 7:30,
entertainment will be provided by the ORU Concert
Choir directed by Mr. Raffaele CantanzarTti. Dedication will be presented by Oral Roberts to William

ing of the "Light" to all the world. The choirs v¡ill
sing exce¡pts from Vivaldi's Gloria, tlte Halteluiah Chorus from Handel's Messialt, as well as other
favorite Christmas songs. Audience participation in
a Carol Sing has become a tradition. Some soul.futiog musical renditions will be offered by Souls a,
Fire.

The
directe
versity

E. Howa¡d and Williarr S. Howard. Representing
the administration and faculty will be Dr. Carl H.
Hamilton. Students will be represented by Diane
Steere and Carl Gruenler.

Singers \ryill be

70-piece Unin, and the 200-

voice University Chorale by Harold Campbell.
Free reserved tickets may be obtained at the LRC

fnformation Desk and the Music Departnent office,
extension 403.

Doc Seve¡inson (obove) ond the Lennon Sisferc qre
speciol guest slo¡s in the upcoming ,,Christmos with
Orol Roberts" TV speciol: The one-hour speciol mcy
be seen on rhe DAIRS this week.

Educotionol Gronts st¡ll ovoiloble

Students still have time to appty for some of the
$t22.1million that is avaitable in-the Basic Educalonal Opportunity Grants program fo¡ the 1973_
74 sch_ool year. Basic Granæ, which are funded by
the U. S. Offrce of Educatio4 are avaílable to
first-time students who b"g"n their posthigh
school edueation o¡ tlaining after July 1, 1-9?3, õn

a full-time basis.
Grants are based on a formula which takes into
aocount the þfal cost of a college education, and

the amount the student and his or her family can
contribute. The formula is applied consistently to
all students
the country for the 197374 academic year. Awards range from $50to $425.
Studenæ may obtain an application form for a
Basic Grant through John McKinney or by *iting
to Box G. Iowa City, Iowa 52240. The money
received under ttre Éasic Granæ program in nó
way affects how much students may receive under
other U. S. Office of Education programs.

*Design for Living'
qgq¡n this Sundqy
ORU is offering a new cotltse oPen free of charge

to fhe enti¡e student body. Design for Líving is
tho title of an 8-week course taught each Sunday
24 p.m. nZoppe(t 702.
Mary Lou Martin, a psycholory and charm professor at Cla¡e'more Junior CoIIege, is the instructor

of a class that teaches everything from how a woman
should walk to how men should tip. Design for
Living is more than a class on etiquette, but as
Mrs. Martin put it, "a format for gracious living."
Student afrendance for the frßt 4 weeks has
been around 100per session. Fashior, skin care, and
hair styling will be covered in the remaining sessions.
A field trip to Philbroo kand Gilcrease is plamed
for the final week.

WHO AND WHAT IS CAPITOT?
The Copitol Tire Compony is the,lorgest

tire worehouse progrom in the world.
Thirty-one worehouses

ore locoted

in
seven stotes to serve those who hold membership in our wholesole tire sole progrom.

Alreody there ore worehouses in Woshinglon, Oregon, Colifornio, Texos, Oklohomo, Missouri, ond Colorodo. New worehouses ore opening ot the opproximote
rote of one every month to help serve our
members os they trovel or move obout the
country.

YOU TOO WILL WANT TO BECOME A
MEMBER of the Copitol Wholesqle purchose Progrom. Your membership cord for
money-soving volues is included with
todoy's Orocle. Copitol does not sell to the
generol public-so you must present your

membership cord when moking purchoses.

Copitol Soles offers to the ORU fomily
these benefits:
l. Bosic wholesole prices on first line ond
premium quolity tires in conventionol,
wide ovol, rodiol, truck qnd belted
types, in dynocor, nylon, fibergloss ond
steel. These tires ore monufoctured by
the leoding notionol on internotionol
tire producers.
2. A written mileoge, rood hozord, work-

monship ond moteriols guorontee of
25,OO0 to 55,000 míles-depending on
the construcTion of the tire you select.
We believe our guorontees ore the best
in fhe industry-superior in every instonce to those of the originol monufocturers.

CAPITOT TIRE SALES WAREHOUSE, INC.

3. Other produc'ts mode by leoding notionol monufocturers include:
Moremont Air Shocks qnd Monroe
E-Z Ride Shocks
Botteries monufoc-tured by WillordExide
Duplex Wheels by Kelsey Hoyes

All Copitol worehouses ore open from
8:00 to 7'00 on weekdoys ond 8:00 to
5:00 on Soturdoys. Eosy budget terms
moy be orronged. Moster Chorge ond
BonkAmericords ore welcome. The Tulso
worehouse is locoted ot ó810 E. 40th
Street ond the Oklohomo City worehouse
is locoted ot

l73l

S. Agnew.

lf you do not hove o Copitol Tire Wor+
house Membership Cord, pleose osk for
one ot The Orocle Office.

ó810 E. 40th Street-Phone 669-9g27

